Congratulations on becoming a REALTOR®

Integrating property and market knowledge into every aspect of your business:

- Winning listing presentations
- Results-oriented farming strategies
- Decision-prompting buyer tours
- Successful open houses

Exclusive access for REALTORS®

RPR offers Realtors® access to an unparalleled platform of property and market information, and client-friendly reports. All included in your NAR membership and offered at no additional cost.

Take a deep dive into listings, sales, valuations, tax and mortgage history, neighborhood and school information, maps, and more.

Integrate property and market knowledge into every aspect of your business:

- Winning listing presentations
- Results-oriented farming strategies
- Decision-prompting buyer tours
- Successful open houses

Create your account today www.narrpr.com

Download on the App Store | GET IT ON Google Play

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION of REALTORS®
Wholly Owned Subsidiary

Wow your clients. Close more deals.
What about my specialty?

**Broker**
Market data, productivity and performance measurements, statistical reports, and branded websites.

**Commercial**
Trade area reports, business opportunity charts, psychographic and consumer spending data, drive time searches, Points of Interest (POIs), and thematic maps.

**Appraiser**
Valuation workbooks, market conditions and trends, inventories, and comparable analyses.

Learn at your own pace
Explore educational resources to match your learning style: self-paced or instructor led by way of online workshops, on-demand videos and eBooks, with topics ranging from getting started with RPR to creating a successful listing presentation that impresses clients.
[blog.narrpr.com/training](http://blog.narrpr.com/training)

RPR Resources
- News and Info: blog.narrpr.com
- Online Help: support.narrpr.com
- Customer Support: 877.977.7576

Getting Started
Have your NRDS ID handy and visit narrpr.com